The Piano Lesson: A Charles Family Tree

Papa Boy Charles  (Born 1795)          Mama Ester  (Born 1802)
                                      
                                      Papa Boy Willie  (Born 1819)  (Carved the piano)
                                      
                                      Mama Berniece  (Born 1826)  (Sold for the piano)
                                      
                                      Papa Boy Walter  (Born 1847)  (Sold for the piano)
                                      Mama Nellie  (Born 1855)
                                      
                                      Mama Ola  (Born 1876)          Boy Charles  (Born 1879)
                                      Wining Boy  (Born 1880)         Doaker Boy  (Born 1881)
                                      
                                      Boy Willie  (Born 1906)          Berniece  (Born 1902)
                                      Crawley  (Born 1896)
                                      
                                      Maretha  (Born 1925)
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